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Introduction

Shown below is a high-level topology of the UMA
architecture depicting an example private network with 
different scenarios for connecting devices and applications 
to the UMA application server. This document also shows 
how UMA interacts with Office365, Google Workspace 
and Cisco WebEx. This document does not cover the Irisys 
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UMA uses Graph API (Office365)
or Tokens (Google) to connect to user 

& resource calendars

people count sensors (sensors requiring POE connectivity) 
however our KB has a comprehensive article here
https://help.meetuma.ai/space/INC/987987999/UMA+-
Vision+-+Irisys+People+Count+Sensor+Configuration 
detailing the requirements prior to installation.
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Wireless Sensors and
Gateway
Wireless sensors are used to provide occupancy
and environmental data to the UMA application. The
sensors sit outside the corporate network on their own
‘EnOcean’ frequency. They send small packets of data
to the sensor gateway. The sensor gateway can sit
on the corporate network on either Ethernet or WiFi.
The gateway can also be used on a 4G/LTE network.
Regardless of the connectivity the gateway needs to
communicate with UMA’s MQTT server to allow the
packets of data to reach the UMA application.

Room Booking Panel
The UMA room booking panel software is hardware
agnostic, but this document assumes that the
software is being run on an Android tablet. The panel
needs to communicate with the application server
to sync with calendar resources and for device
management. The panel also needs to communicate
with our device management server and MQTT server.
The MQTT server connection is used to allow the
panel to display live occupancy data on the
user interface.

Mobile Application
The UMA mobile application can be used on Android
or iOS and needs a standard internet connection to be
able to communicate with the UMA application server.

Cisco Webex Device
Cisco Webex devices are used as part of our deep
integration with Cisco. We use Webex devices to
understand occupancy and environmental data in
meeting rooms. Further to this we can understand the
amount of people that are inside a meeting room by
utilising the Webex devices’ camera. UMA generates
a macro per Webex device which needs adding to
each codec to allow a HTTPS webhook to the UMA
application server to provide real time occupancy data.

Office 365
UMA uses Office 365’s Graph API to manage users,
calendars and resources. It allows a user to use their
O365 credentials to sign into the UMA application. It
pulls in calendar and resource data and allows UMA to
create, update and delete bookings on user’s behalf.

Webex Control Hub
UMA uses Webex Control Hub to sync devices and
provide a level of device management for admins. This
requires the admin of Webex control hub to consent
the integration using their credentials.

Google Workspace
UMA uses tokens to manage users, calendars, and
resources. Integrating Google Workspace allows a user 
to use their Google Workspace credentials to sign into 
the UMA Application & use their own calendar to book 
resources within their organisation.
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Firewall Requirements
Firewall Requirements are dependent on what services
need to connect into the UMA Vision platform. Please find
below a list of firewall rules and a description related to

Port Service

what they are needed for. Firewall rules shown with *. – 
means anything should be allowed before the *
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Returns UMA's access  
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Azure Tenant ID
UMA provides an easy and secure way to get
connected using OAuth2.0 and OpenID Connect.
You must first provide UMA or your distributor with
your Microsoft Azure Tenant ID which can be found
within the Azure Portal – Azure Active Directory –
Tenant Information and looks like the screenshot
provided to the right.

Authentication Flow
Shown below is the authentication process that UMA
uses using OAuth2.0 and Open ID connect
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Azure Application 
Permissions
To sign into UMA for the first time, you will need to
navigate to https://vision.meetuma.ai and click ‘Sign
in with Office 365’.

This will take you to a Microsoft authentication page
where you will need to enter your O365 account to gain
access. You will be prompted to consent the ‘UMA
Vision’ application within your Microsoft Azure tenant
(as per below image) so you will need an Azure admin to 
log in with their credentials here.

Once the application has been consented, you will be
logged into UMA Vision

The UMA Vision application has the following Graph
API permissions. This can be checked by looking at the 
application within ‘Enterprise Applications’ in Azure. 
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Required Scopes
Client ID: 103562150091217457953
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/calendar
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.resource.calendar
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.group.readonly
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.group.member.readonly
at the application within ‘Enterprise Applications’ in Azure.

Authentication Flow
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Introduction to UMA
Security Compliance
In the following text we will outline UMA’s approach to 
security and compliance for UMA Cloud, UMA Products 
& Services. These details focuses on security including 
details on organizational and technical controls regarding 
how UMA protects your data.

Employee Background Checks
Before a member joins our team, UMA will verify an
individual’s education & previous employment, and
perform internal and external reference checks. Where
local labor law or statutory regulations permit, UMA may 
also conduct criminal, credit, immigration, and security 
checks. The extent of these background checks is
dependent on the desired position.

Security Training for
all Employees
All UMA employees undergo security training as part of 
the onboarding process and receive ongoing security 
training throughout their UMA working careers. During 
the onboarding phase, new employees agree to our Code 
of Conduct, which highlights our commitment to keeping 
customer information safe and secure. Depending on their 
job role, additional training on specific aspects of security 
may be required. For instance, the information security &
Development team instructs new engineers on topics like 
secure coding practices, product design, and automated 
vulnerability testing tools. Engineers also attend technical 
presentations on security-related topics and receive a se-
curity newsletter that covers new threats, attack patterns, 
mitigation techniques, and more.

Internal Security and
Privacy Events
UMA regularly hosts internal conferences to raise
awareness and drive innovation in security and data
privacy, which are open to all employees. Employees are 
regularly subjected to fake phishing emails to ensure 
the training received is understood and strengthens the 
awareness.

Dedicated Security Team
UMA employs security and privacy professionals who are 
part of our Platforms Engineer and Operations team.
This team is tasked with maintaining the company’s
systems from vulnerabilities, developing security review 
processes, building a security infrastructure, and
implementing UMA’s security policies. UMA’s Security 
Team actively scans for security threats using commercial 
tools, penetration tests, quality assurance (QA) measures, 
and software/platform security reviews.

Internal Audit & Compliance
Specialists
UMA has a dedicated internal audit team that reviews
compliance with security laws and regulations around
the world.
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Vulnerability Management
UMA administrates a vulnerability management process 
that actively scans for security threats using a
combination of commercially available and purpose-built 
in-house tools, intensive automated and manual
penetration efforts, quality assurance processes, soft-
ware security reviews, and external audits. The vulnera-
bility management team (Security Team) is responsible 
for tracking and following up on vulnerabilities. Once a 
vulnerability requiring remediation has been identified, it is 
logged, prioritized according to severity, and assigned an 
owner.

Monitoring
UMA’s security monitoring system is focused on
information gathered from internal network traffic on 
our Platform, employee actions on systems, and outside 
knowledge of vulnerabilities. Within each of our Region’s 
traffic is inspected for suspicious behavior, such as the 
presence of traffic that might indicate botnet connections. 
This analysis is performed using a combination of tools & 
services available within Amazon AWS. Inbound security
reports are regularly monitored, and changes are audited.

Incident Management
We have a rigorous incident management process for
security events that may affect the confidentiality,
integrity, or availability of systems or data. If an incident 
occurs, the security team logs and prioritizes it according 
to its severity. Events that directly impact customers are 
assigned the highest priority. This process specifies
courses of action, procedures for notification, escalation, 
mitigation, and documentation.

Data Usage: our deal
UMA Cloud customers own their data, not UMA. The data 
that customers put into our systems is theirs, and we do 
not scan it for advertisements nor sell it to third parties.
If customers delete their data, we commit to deleting it 
from our systems within 30 days. Finally, we provide tools 
that make it easy for customers to take their data with 
them if they choose to stop using our services, without 
penalty or additional costs imposed by UMA.

UMA only stores email addresses & usernames required to 
login to our system. Meeting information is stored within 
the customers environment & only displayed within UMA 
Vision using GET when the required information is required.

Administrative Access
To keep data private and secure, UMA logically isolates
each customer’s data from that of other customers and 
users, even when it is stored on the same virtual host 
hosted in AWS. Only a small group of UMA employees 
have access to customer data. For UMA employees,
access rights and levels are based on their job functions 
and role, using the concepts of least privilege and need-
to-know to match access privileges and defined
responsibilities. Requests for additional access follow a 
formal process that involves a request and approval from 
a data or system owner, manager, or other executives,
as dictated by UMA’s security policies. Approvals are 
managed by workflow tools that maintain audit records 
for all changes.
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Customer Administrators
Within customer organizations, administrative roles and 
privileges for UMA Cloud are configured and controlled by 
the project / Facilities owner. This means that individual 
team members can manage certain services or perform 
specific administrative functions related to that
organization only without gaining access to all settings 
and data.

Law Enforcement Data 
Requests
The customer, as the data owner, is primarily responsible 
for responding to law enforcement data requests: however, 
like other technology companies, UMA may receive direct 
requests from government and courts around the world 
about how a person has used the company’s services.
We take measures to protect customers’ privacy and limit 
excessive requests while also meeting our legal obligations.
Respect for the privacy and security of data you store 
with UMA remains our priority as we comply with these 
legal requests. When we receive such a request, our team 
reviews the request to make sure it satisfies legal
requirements and UMA policies. For us to comply, the
request must be made in writing, signed by an authorized 
official of the requesting agency, and issued under an 
appropriate law.

Third-Party Suppliers
UMA directly conducts virtually all data processing
activities to provide our services. However, UMA may
engage some third-party suppliers to provide services
relating to UMA, UMA Vision, UMA Book, UMA Sense,
UMA C-19, UMA Air. Prior to onboarding third-party
suppliers, UMA conducts an assessment of the security 
and privacy practices of third-party suppliers to ensure 
they provide a level of security and privacy appropriate to 
their access to data and the scope of the services they 
are engaged to provide.

Overview
The protection of your data is the primary design
consideration for all UMAs Infrastructure, products,
and personnel operations. Data protection is more than 
just security, UMAs strong contractual commitments make 
sure you maintain control over your data and how it is 
processed, including the assurance that your data is not 
used for advertising or any purpose other than to deliver 
UMA Cloud Services to you.
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